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Introduction
The "revolving door" is a practice quite widely in use in the United States, in which heads of state agencies, after completing their bureaucratic terms, are entering the very sector they have regulated. This phenomenon is also frequent in France, where it is coined "pantouflage", and in Japan, coined "amakudari" (descent from heaven).
Research conducted and data collected by the research group Corporate Europe
Observatory strongly suggest that this process is also significant within EU institutions. The revolving door affects the economy through two main channels: a positive one as well as a negative one. On the one hand, this movement of individuals between the public and private sectors may lead to some positive effects and can be desirable. Indeed, the revolving door allows recruiting qualified bureaucrats, and the knowledge the bureaucrat has accumulated while working in the public sector is put in use in their future position.
*elise.brezis@biu.ac.il ** cariole.joel@gmail.com 1 See http://corporateeurope.org/revolvingdoorwatch. 2 See also www.opensecrets.org. on the revolving door inside the US financial sector. See also Transparency International- UK (2011) and Transparency International (2010) , which lay down the negative as well as positive effects of the Revolving door.
On the other hand, the revolving door is a recruitment process leading to distortive effects due to strong risk of conflicts of interest and state capture. In fact, in countries where explicit bribes cannot be paid safely, it is an important vehicle for corrupt deals with negative consequences on the economy, leading to lenient regulations which encouraged crisis as in 2008, as emphasized by the OECD (2009) and Transparency
International-UK (2011).
The purpose of this paper is to present a proxy for the distortive effect of the revolving door -the Revolving Door Index (RDI) -in the financial sector. This index will permit to raise awareness on the need of regulating the revolving door process and preventing conflicts of interests that have led to the financial crisis.
The distortive effects of the revolving door stem from the concentration of former regulators in a small number of firms. These "politically-connected firms" through the revolving door will gain significant advantage over their "non-connected" competitors, by benefitting from a wide range of preferential treatments: tailored regulations, lenient regulatory oversight, biased procurement processes, and so on. In fact, the literature widely emphasizes how politically-connected firms can capture regulations and regulatory agencies. As a consequence, our index is derived from a Herfindahl formula, which has the particularity to pinpoint concentration of former regulators among firms.
After having defined this index, we calculate it for the top-five US commercial banks. 3 The paper is divided in five parts. In section 2, we present the related literature and detail the distortionary effects of the revolving door. The literature stresses that state capture and conflicts of interests induced by the revolving door can take different forms.
We more specifically focus on the public resources misallocation and unfair competition between connected and less connected firms. We also focus on how the difference in leniency of regulators towards the various firms can lead to crisis and bubbles.
Section 3 presents a small model illustrating how there can be concentration of revolvers in some specific firms, and how this inequality between firms can affect their profits. We develop the notion of bureaucratic capital, which is a way for public regulators to get high revenues in the private sector, and a way for firms to get influence over regulatory agencies.
In section 4, we develop our Revolving Door Index. In part 5, we propose an empirical illustration of the index using data on the revolving door in the five biggest US commercial banks. Part 6 presents some policy conclusions related to the regulation of the financial sector.
The literature
The literature on the revolving door, and its effects on the economy, is quite diverse.
We divide this literature in three main related subjects: studies addressing firm's performance; those focusing on corruption prevalence; and those documenting distortions created by the revolving door. The rationale behind these different aspects is that the revolving door positively influences firms' market valuation, but this 'over'-value very often results from rent-seeking (including corruption), thereby generating economic distortions in the economy.
Revolving door, political connections, and firms' performances
The literature on the effects of the revolving door on firms' performance is part of a broader literature emphasizing the effects of political connections on firms' performances and aggregate outcomes. It focuses on the value for specific firms of different types of connections, which include campaign contributions (Classens et al. 2008) , personal relationships (Amore and Bennedsen, 2013; Johnson and Mitton, 2003) , political party membership (Khwaja and Mian, 2005) , and the revolving doors (Faccio, 2006, Luechinger and Moser, 2014) .
In emerging and industrialized economies, where relationships linked to kinship, friendship, or ethnicity have been progressively replaced by market-based relationships in economic exchanges (Rajan and Zingales 1998; Andvig 2006) , the revolving door is a major source of political connections with significant positive effects on firms' value (Faccio 2006; Cingano and Pinotti 2013; Kramarz and Thesmar 2013; Goldman et al. 2013; Luechinger and Moser 2014) .
The revolving door brings value to the firm through two separated types of movements of individuals between public agencies and regulated private entities. The first movement involves regulators (ministers, legislators, high-level officers, advisers) who leave the public sector to enter the private sector they have regulated. The second involves employees of regulated companies entering the government, the Parliament, or key regulatory agencies.
On the theoretical side, the expected effects of the revolving door on firms' value can be derived from the theoretical rent-seeking models emphasizing the allocation of talents between productive activities and unproductive rent-seeking activities (Murphy et al, 1991; Cingano and Pinotti, 2013) . This literature focuses mainly on the movement from the public sector towards the private one, and stresses that the revolving door may increase firm's performances via two competing channels:
1. the productive channel or "schooling hypothesis": the revolving door is used to increase firm's productivity because revolved regulators may be more skilled and familiar with the regulations.
the rent-seeking channel or "quid-pro-quo hypothesis": the revolving door is used
to capture public resources, through legal and illegal means, and increases the value of the firm without increasing efficiency. Under the quid-pro-quo hypothesis, politicallyconnected firms through the revolving door therefore benefit from preferential treatments, which are sources of economic distortions.
Do empirical evidences support the prevalence of the rent-seeking or the productive channel?
About the productive channel, except for Lucca et al. (2014) who provide evidence which tend to support the "schooling hypothesis" in the banking sector 4 , most empirical studies tend to invalidate the hypothesis of a productive revolving door process. Cingano and Pinotti (2013), using a sample of Italian firms, have shown that corporate appointments of local politicians do not increase firms' productivity. Thesmar (2013), and Bertrand et al. (2006) show that French firms politically-connected through their CEOs and directors tend to overpay them, are less likely to fire them if they underperform, are associated with poorer accounting performances and excessive 4 Whose study has received strong criticism from Kane (2014) .
employment rates, and make bigger and worse acquisitions. Moreover, Slinko et al. (2005) find that politically-powerful Russian firms adversely affect the performance of small or politically-powerless firms, by getting administrations creating excessive regulation over the latter and by diverting government spending. By contrast, they find that politically-powerless firms invest more and are more productive in regions where the concentration of firms' political power is lower.
About the rent-seeking channel, empirical studies suggest that the revolving door affects the allocation of resources in the economy through three mains areas: i) public procurement, ii) access to finance and iii) tax exemptions.
Regarding public procurement, the revolving door gives firms the power of diverting state resources by biasing public procurement process. Indeed, Goldman et al. (2013) show that, following the 1994 House and Senate election, the presence of former politicians affiliated to the winning (losing) political party at the boards of U.S companies increases (decreases) the total value of awarded public procurement contracts.
In a similar vein, Cingano and Pinotti (2013) show that corporate appointments of local Italian politicians shift public demand toward connected firms, especially in high public expenditure and high corruption provinces, and that this shift reduces public good provision by 20%.
About the access to finance, a great body of the literature emphasizes that firms using the revolving door are associated with a preferential access to finance (Khwaja and Mian, 2005; Boubakri et al, 2012) and are more likely to be bailed out after financial distress .
The revolving door also affects benefits from government allocations. Country-level empirical studies suggest that firms engaged in the revolving door are likely to use their influence so as to benefit from tax exemption and subsidy allowance. Slinko et al. (2005) show that politically influential firms in Russia are allowed to accumulate more arrears in tax, supplier, and wage payments than their non-connected counterparts. Faccio (2010) also shows that politically connected firms pay lower tax than other firms.
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In summary, the literature supports that politically connected firms through the revolving door are unlikely to be productive, are likely to shape and law and regulations and divert state resources to their own benefit, and to reduce overall productivity in the private and the public sectors.
Revolving door and corruption
Transparency International (2011) and the OECD (2009) As an indication of the strong link between the revolving door process and corrupt practices, cross-country analyses (Faccio, 2006 (Faccio, , 2010 and case studies (Cingano and Pinotti, 2013; Slinko et al, 2005) have shown that the differential in economic returns between connected and non-connected firms increases in high corruption environments.
More specifically, connected firms through the revolving door may derive undue advantages by legally and illegally influencing the formulation, adoption, and implementation of law, regulations, and public policies in three different ways: 
Powerful firms, revolving door and economic distortions
The literature on revolving door also focuses on the institutional configurations under which it generates economic distortions. Interestingly, the literature on state capture and political influence (Hellman and Kaufmann, 2002; Hellman et al. 2005; Slinko et al. 2005) supports that it is the concentration of political power among private firms which is the source of such economic distortions. These studies stress that a concentrated political power results into state capture by influential firms, which not only undermines trust in public institutions and property rights, but is also associated with lower levels of tax compliance, higher levels of bribery, and higher barriers to entry for small or less influential firms.
There have been some attempts to proxy economic distortions generated by the "inequality of influence" within the private sector. Hellman and Kaufmann (2004) propose a survey-based measure of crony bias reflecting "the extent to which firm managers believe that there are other actors with more or less influence than their own collective voice on the basic rules shaping their business environment" (Hellman and Kaufmann, 2004 p.101) . Slinko et al. (2005) use the regional Herfindahl index of firms' preferential treatments incorporated into regional laws and regulations, as a proxy of the regional regulatory capture by politically powerful firms in Russia.
Therefore, building on this literature, we hereafter present a small model explaining why some firms use the revolving more than other, and a measure of the risk of state capture induced by revolving door movements, the revolving door index (RDI).
The RDI: theoretical foundations
We present a small model illustrating how there can be concentration of revolvers in some specific firms, and how this inequality between firms can affect their profits. We develop the notion of bureaucratic capital, which is the way regulators get power over firms.
Indeed, conflicts of interests and State capture stem from the supply by the regulator of bureaucratic capital. Bureaucratic capital is the capital the bureaucrat creates while she is in the public service. The most common type of bureaucratic capital is investing in good relationships with the lower bureaucracy or accumulating a specific knowledge on the ins of the system, which are all valuable lawful behaviors in the future; but it can also consists in unlawful behaviors such as designing unnecessary complex regulations (red tape), regulations tailored to specific private interests, or influencing procurement or subsidy allowance processes towards specific firms.
In this market, the supply of bureaucratic capital is determined by each regulator, while the demand is determined by the firms. This bureaucratic capital will enter in firms' production function while the regulator is in office and after his term in office when the "revolved bureaucrats" or "revolvers" are hired by the revolving firm, leading to the capture of state resources (including regulations, public contracts, allowances, tax removals, etc.) through lawful and unlawful behaviors. This new market for bureaucratic capital will permit to explain why firms want to pay rents for hiring a previous regulator in their board.
We present some elements of theory explaining how the relative stock of bureaucratic capital brings value to the firm, which may lead to its concentration among few firms. In this configuration, the revolving door generates unfair competition, state capture and therefore distorts economies. Our model sets a monopolistic competition framework, in which regulated financial firms produce differentiated financial services and use bureaucratic capital, supplied by bureaucrats, as input in their production function.
The regulators and the supply of bureaucratic capital
The intermediate-goods sector consists of monopolistic firms and in consequence, they are regulated by the regulators. The regulators maximize the present value of their income, while the firms maximize profits.
During her time in office, the regulator regulates and receives an income, but at the same time, she creates bureaucratic capital -i.e. networks within public agencies, unnecessary complex regulations, influence in public resource allocation processes, knowledge of the ins-and-outs of the system, and so on. This bureaucratic capital is valuable to the firms in the financial industry, and thus, once she has left the public service, the regulator can cash-in on this bureaucratic capital.
The structure of the model is simple. During her term as a regulator, she acquires bureaucratic capital of size i H , which costs her effort of size i E in monetary terms.
Extending networks in public offices, creating red-tape, influencing the allocation of public resources, accumulating knowledge of regulations requires efforts, which are costly to the regulator 10 . The amount of bureaucratic capital created by i E units of effort of the regulator's employment as regulator is monotonically increasing and concave in 10 These costs consists of time spent in bureaucratic capital formation, and when unlawful behaviors are undertaken, these costs may encompass ethical costs, the social stigma, the probability of being caught and sanctioned.
the total amount of effort given by h(E),
. We therefore assume that the level of bureaucratic capital is a concave function of the amount of effort invested, the same for all bureaucrats, which takes the specific form:
After leaving her job as regulator, the bureaucrat works for a period of length  , in the industry that she regulated. She receives in top of her "regular" salary a rent related to the "bureaucratic capital", i H she has accumulated.
The regulator maximizes her lifetime income which consists of (i) earnings which are not related to the creation of bureaucratic capital, denoted  , and (ii) of income related to the creation of bureaucratic capital, which equals to the net income she gets when having entered the industry. After passing the revolving door, she will be able to sell her bureaucratic capital, i H at price q for a number of years  so that her total income is:
Equation (2) can be rewritten as a function only of the level of bureaucratic capital, by substituting i E from equation (1). We get:
From the point of view of the bureaucrat, there is an optimal level of bureaucratic power, Ĥ she wants to stock, which maximize her income -equation (3) and is: 11 We are aware that for some bureaucrats, who are either more social, or with less "ethical values", it is easier to either create connection with other people, or create redundant regulations. For purpose of simplicity, we assume that bureaucrats have the same "production" function of bureaucratic capital, and that these social factors are not linked to ability, since removing this assumption does not affect the results. Moreover, the "effort" which describes either social or ethical costs, are in monetary terms.
Equation (4) describes the "supply" function of bureaucratic capital by the regulator as an increasing function of the price q. We now turn to discuss the behavior of the firm and its demand for bureaucratic elite.
The Demand of Bureaucratic Capital
The business financial elite is composed of entrepreneurs, who are at the head of intermediate-goods firms j, and who produce goods, x j , in a monopolistic competitive environment. The output is a function of two factors of production. The first is capital, k j .
Following the standard Romer model, we assume that the production function takes the simple form:
However, in our model, the output x j is also function of a second factor of production, which is the level of bureaucratic capital accumulated by the regulator hired by the firm. This increase in the stock of bureaucratic capital H j results in an increase in production inasmuch firm j has more bureaucratic capital than other firms. If all firms have the same amount of bureaucratic capital -equilibrium situation which happens in the long run -then bureaucratic capital is useless for the firm. 12 So, the production function in sector s takes the form:
where H j is the level of bureaucratic capital produced by the regulator of firm j, and H a is the average level of bureaucratic capital owned by the other firms.
Note that if H j = H a , then the output is just x j = k j , no matter the average level of bureaucratic capital. This stems from the rent-seeking hypothesis developed in the literature review according to which the revolving door does not increase production through improved productivity but through rent-seeking. If bureaucratic capital was a productivity factor, it would increase firm j's production, whatever the stock of bureaucratic capital accumulated by its competitors. This comes from the basic idea that, in a given sector, if each firm is as influent as its competitors, then using influence to increase production is useless. Therefore, although having hired a bureaucrat may bring an advantage over other firms from the firm j point of view, it is pure waste from a social point of view.
So, the profit maximization for an intermediate financial firm is:
where r is the cost of real capital, k j ; and q the cost of the bureaucratic capital H j , that is the remuneration given to the bureaucrat for bringing bureaucratic capital to the firm.
Each firm maximizes profits by finding the optimal amount of output, j x and bureaucratic capital H j . Note that equation (6) can be rewritten in the following way:
According to equation (7), firms get higher profits only if bureaucratic capital is unevenly distributed in their industry. In other words, over-performing firms exist because of the industry-level concentration of bureaucratic capital in their hands. This notion of 'inequality' between firms underlies the construction of the revolving door index, which reflects the concentration of revolvers in only a small number of firms.
The Revolving Door Index
Following equation (7) Therefore, in some way this ratio can be interpreted as a share, so that a RDI of size λ would mean that the allocation of bureaucratic capital is λ% of a perfectly concentrated market.
This index does not focus on the total amount of revolvers, and focuses only on the damaging effects of the revolving door by calculating the distortions between firms. We now turn to calculate the RDI for the banking sector.
The RDI: empirical illustration
We propose an empirical application of the RDI in the context of the US banking sector. US banks have indeed given over the last decades various and striking illustrations of how they used the revolving door to shape regulations to their own interests. We measure the concentration of revolvers -i. We focus on both private-to-public and public-to-private revolving door movements.
While the model emphasizes how revolvers sell their bureaucratic capital after leaving public office, it is also common to see private sector officers cashing in huge exit bonanza before taking public responsibilities 19 . Therefore, three types of revolving door flows are identified:  Type 1, public-to-private: former members of a relevant ministry, administration, or legislature currently hold an executive position in a regulated company.  Type 2, private-to-public: former executives of a regulated company are currently members of a relevant ministry, administration, or legislature.  Type 3, two-sided: when individuals undertake symmetric movements from a private firm to a public agency to the same private firm, or from a public agency to a private firm to the same public agency, they can favour firms both during and after their term in public office. Moreover, given the likelihood of agency capture in this configuration, two-sided RD movements are expected to yield additional value to the firm and are therefore counted threefold: one dummy for the public-to-private sector movement, on dummy for the private-to public-sector movement, and an additional dummy variable indicating this symmetric back-and-forth movement. Therefore, an individual undertaking this revolving door path is associated with three revolving door movements for the company. 17 Intelligence agencies play a key role in enforcing financial regulation and prosecuting cases of financial malpractices before the courts. The strong interest of financial firms in recruiting members of intelligence agencies can be illustrated by the recent hiring of Patrick Carroll, former FBI agent who headed securities fraud and white collar crime and who locked up Bernard Madoff , by Goldman Sachs. See http://fortune.com/2015/05/26/goldman-sachs-hire-fbi-agent/ 18 We also considered the US Trade Representative as a finance-related agency because of its key role for banks' implementation in foreign markets, notably through trade agreement negotiations. 19 See for instance Samantha Lachamn, "Hillary Clinton Backs Bill That Would Ban 'Golden Parachutes' For Wall Street Bankers", The Huff, Aug 31, 2015. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/hillary-clinton-wall-street-goldenparachutes_us_55e44f14e4b0b7a9633974eb
We should note that there exists also back-and-forth movements from a given public agency to a private agency and then to another public agency. From our point of view, they are counted twice separately: for each revolved regulator achieving this movement is associated one dummy variable equal to 1 when he has moved from the first public agency to the private financial company, one dummy variable when has moved from the financial company to the other public agency. Therefore, an individual undertaking this revolving door path is associated with two RD movements for the company. The Appendix presents a more detailed description on data collection process and on the typology of revolving door movements.
Anatomy of the revolving door: statistical highlights
We now present key statistical highlights on the revolving door process that accrued to the five biggest commercial banks -JPMorgan, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America and Well Fargo -and that occurred over the last 80 years. 20 Figure 1 shows that there were 236 revolvers engaged in 299 revolving door movements (types 1, 2 and 3), and that most RD movements (57%) are public-to-private (type 1) ones. Only 6% of revolving door movements are two-sided. This small share is consistent with the sensitivity of such a revolving door path, which can be interpreted as explicit attempts by firms to capture specific agencies. 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 Private-to-public sector movements 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 Public-to-private sector movements 21 Two-sided revolving door movements are excluded from the distributions. [ Table 1 here]
Compared to the other firms, Goldman Sachs, and in a lesser extent Citigroup and JPMorgan (hereafter called G-C-J), appear as major beneficiaries of RD movements. This evidence can also be related by their status of "too-big-to-fail" banks which probably make them to be the main demanders on the bureaucratic capital market. As a result, this distribution displays relatively low concentration patterns, with a RDI around 10-15% (see panel A). We now show that concentration becomes more acute when we break down revolving movements into various typologies.
Indeed, the uptake of bureaucratic capital by G-C-J becomes striking when we restrict the sample to influential revolvers only, when we look at movements involving key federal agencies, and when we focus on two-sided RD movements. In fact, two-sided movements of influential revolvers, particularly influential revolvers from key federal agencies, display the highest concentration scores (of around 26% and 24%).
Moreover, the concentration of type-1 RD movements-i.e. public-to-private movements -from key federal agencies (panels C and D) is the one presenting the highest divergence from the general situation (panel A). These movements' concentration in panel C significantly increases compared to type 1 RD movements in panel A, and almost double when we focus on type-1 movements of influential revolvers from key federal agencies.
Thus, this brief anatomy of the revolving door among the five biggest US commercial banks show that, despite of the restrictiveness of our sample of firms, the concentration of bureaucratic capital increases when the emphasis is placed on features of the RD expected to yield significant value to the firm -the influence of revolvers, the agency membership, and the direction of revolving door movements; and that these concentration patterns mostly benefit to Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan and Citigroup.
Ways forward
Our theoretical formalisation of the bureaucratic capital market led us to emphasize the concentration of revolving door movements within the various firms of the banking sector. One drawbacks of our approach is that it partly eludes what is happening within the public sector. The following sub-section tries to lift the veil on the creation of bureaucratic capital within public agencies, which could, in fine, enable policymakers to identify effective safeguards against drifting of the revolving door process.
Measuring agency capture
In our model, we focus on one agency regulating one specific firm. However, the reality is more complex, and there are many agencies which have a say on the regulation of sectors, especially the financial sector. It is therefore interesting to check the public agencies from which there are RD movements to the banking sector. Table 2 displays the distribution of revolvers and RD movements from the five biggest US banks among key federal public agencies regulating the financial sector. We observe that among the 299 total revolving door movements, 68% of RD movements are related to nine agencies. Among these flows, 30% of RD movements are connected to the Federal Reserve System, 18% of RD movements are connected to the Treasury, and 12%
of RD movements are connected to the White House.
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[ Table 2 here]
In consequence, we compute a public-sector declination of the Revolving Door Index, switching the unit of analysis from the firm to the regulatory agency:
22 In terms of revolvers (and not movements), it is slightly lower, see Table 2 . 
Regulating the revolving door
Our index has permitted to pinpoint the loopholes of the revolving door, although we are aware that there is a need for even more data. It is clear that by measuring the sectorial concentration of the revolving door, the RDI is a first step to size up the distortive power of the revolving door, and will permit over time to compare progresses made by the government in implementing safeguards against the risks of conflict of interest associated with promiscuous public and private elites.
The effect of policies and regulations aimed at controlling the revolving door should be reflected in RDI values in various ways. For instance, post-employment restrictions requiring a minimum "cooling-off" period after public office, by slowing down public-toprivate and two-sided revolving door flows, should reduce the influence of revolved regulators over public decision-making after their term in public office. Their value for captor firms should therefore decrease, as well as the incentives to hire them for rentseeking purpose. As a consequence, the concentration of public-to-private revolving door flows would be reduced.
Regarding private-to-public revolving door flows (in which the RDI is quite high), pre-employment restrictions preventing former private sector employees from undertaking certain tasks in the public sector should somehow incite captor firms' staff to refrain from entering the public sector. Empowered commissions on civil service, and rules of transparency (such as asset disclosure for parliamentarians and ministers) should also drag down the concentration of revolved regulators by decreasing the value of revolved regulators for rent-seeking firms.
In conclusion, our RDI calculation is a first step to estimate conflicts of interests and state capture induced by the revolving door.
Conclusion
In the last decade, the economic literature as well as the media have stressed that the revolving door has negative effects on the economy, and it was even connected to the crisis affecting the financial sectors from 2008 and on.
The literature has stressed that the revolving door process i) is a major source of political connections for private firms operating in industrialized and emerging economies, ii) is related to specific corruption risks during the enactment and implementation of laws and regulations, and iii) adversely affects economic outcomes.
It is quite clear that, unfortunately, regulations of the revolving door process are scarce and when they exist, they are often poorly enforced. Moreover, the revolving door still beneficiates from a great tolerance of the public for it (although decreasing these last years), partly due to a lack of measurement for its prevalence and impact on economies.
Indeed, there have been no attempts to use objective data in order to build an actionable and internationally comparable proxy measure of the distortions created by the revolving door process. This paper presents an index which permits to quantify the distortionary effects of the revolving door. We first have presented a simple model which is the underlying motivation for this specific formulation of the RDI. In our model, public agents create bureaucratic capital during their term in public office, and the revolving door allows them 'selling' this bureaucratic capital to private firms. In fact, this model stresses that, although having hired a bureaucrat may give an advantage to a given firm over its competitors, it is pure waste from a social point of view. Therefore, the revolving door distorts sectors in which revolvers are unevenly distributed. This is the rationale for our RDI index: a normalized Herfindahl of the concentration of the revolving door movements at the sector level.
As an illustration, we have applied the RDI to the US banking sector, and measured the concentration of revolvers -i.e. regulators engaged in the revolving door -among the top 5 biggest US commercial banks, commonly referred as "too-big-to-fail" banks. Our data show that the concentration of bureaucratic capital increases when the emphasis is on influential civil servants. Moreover, these concentration patterns mostly benefit to Goldman Sachs, and in a lesser extent to JPMorgan and Citigroup. We also highlight that the Federal Reserve System, the Treasury, and to a lesser extent the White House, are the administrations mostly prone to be captured by banks. Therefore, the Revolving Door Index (RDI) is an insightful measure of the distortions induced by the revolving door process. It also appeared that the RDI can be used as a tool for assessing the effectiveness of pre and post-employment restrictions, for raising awareness on the need of regulating the market for bureaucratic capital, and therefore for reducing the risk of conflict of interests induced by this process.
APPENDIX -METHODOLOGICAL NOTES
The top 5 commercial banks are selected according to the Fortune 500 rankings of commercial banks (with regard to their total revenue). Other famous financial firms strongly involved in the revolving door -such as Fannie Mae, or Freddie Mac -are diversified financial firms and are therefore not included in the sample.
The main raw data sources are on the one hand, the Opensecrets.org website, managed by the Center for Responsive Politics, and on the other hand, Littlesis.org. Opensecrets entry-exit dates, the former are taken into account.
Once data is retrieved and cross-checked, a second round of data collection is undertaken, by searching on google potential additional revolved regulators using the following association of keywords: "name of the company + revolving door", "name of the company + political appointment", "name of the company + lobbyist".
I. Data treatment
Revolvers are sorted by the influence and power of their government positions. For those individuals with complex careers and had been in a government position multiple times, the positions that were taken in account are the most influential positions during revolvers' careers.
Influential positions considered are the following: 23 see for instance Ansolabehere, S., et al. (2003) . 
II. The coding of revolving door back-and-forth movements
Movements from a given public agency to a private to another public agency are counted twice separately: for each revolved regulator achieving this movement is associated one dummy variable equal to 1 when he has moved from the first public agency to the private financial company, one dummy variable when has moved from the financial company to the other public agency. Therefore, an individual following this revolving door path is counted twice for a given company.
However, back-and-forth movements from a private firm to a public agency to the same private firm, or from a public agency to a private firm to the same public agency, are expected to yield additional value to the firm. They are therefore counted threefold: one dummy for the public to the private sector movement, on dummy for the private to public sector movement, and an additional dummy variable indicating this symmetric back-and-forth movement. Therefore, an individual following this revolving door path is counted threefold for a given company.
